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Abstract
In some multi-agent systems, when an agent cannot retrieve information from an-
other agent, the agent makes an assumption and tentatively performs the compu-
tation. When the agent comes across a mistake in the preliminary assumption, the
computation is modiﬁed. This kind of speculative computation is eﬀective when the
assumption is correct. However, once the agent executes an action, it is impossible
to modify the computation in these systems. This paper shows how to integrate
speculative computation and action execution through logic programming.
1 Introduction
Speculative computation is a tentative computation using default propositions.
In multi-agent systems, an agent does not necessarily retrieve information from
another agent even if the information is necessary to carry out a computation.
For example, an agent might need to ask a question to a user before sending
a message to another agent which is waiting for the message. To deal with
this situation, speculative computation is used in some multi-agent systems
[6,13]. In these systems, unlike normal default reasoning, computation is
modiﬁed when the agent obtains new information that invalidates the default
assumptions. These systems are eﬀective as long as we do not have to modify
computation after executing actions. However, it is more convenient if we can
modify a plan after executing actions. Consider the following example:
• We want to book a room either in hotel1 or hotel2.
• hotel1 can be booked only during the daytime.
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• hotel2 can be booked at any time.
• Normally, hotel1 is full.
• hotel2 is vacant.
• If hotel1 is vacant, we book hotel1.
• If hotel1 is full and hotel2 is vacant, we book hotel2.
If we make a plan in the nighttime, assuming that the hotel1 is full, we will
have the plan to book hotel2. If we later ﬁnd that hotel1 is vacant, we will
switch to the plan that books hotel1. However, if we have booked hotel2,
we need to cancel hotel2 before booking hotel1. The purpose of this paper
is to show how to combine speculative computation and action execution.
Some systems [3,11] use a Prolog-like procedure to implement intelligent
mobile agents which make inferences by themselves. The agents of MiLog [3]
use Prolog as their inference engine. The planner of Plangent [11] makes plans
through abductive logic programming [7]. Suppose that we want to satisfy the
literal move(london,kyoto). Using the clause:
move(london,kyoto):-move(london,tokyo),move(tokyo,kyoto).,
Prolog decomposes the literal move(london,kyoto) into the sequence of two
literals move(london,tokyo) and move(tokyo,kyoto). Because Prolog tries
to satisfy move(london,tokyo) before move(tokyo,kyoto), we can regard
the list [move(london,tokyo), move(tokyo,kyoto)] as a total-order plan.
Although Prolog is useful for implementing inference engines in the static
world, Prolog does not deal with the dynamic nature of the world, such as
knowledge updates and action execution. For example, our knowledge may
change and our old plans may become invalid due to introduction of new
knowledge. When we switch from one plan to another, special attention needs
to be drawn to the executed actions because they might have side eﬀects. In
this paper, we deﬁne a Prolog-like procedure that integrates planning, action
execution, program (rule) updates, and plan modiﬁcations. Using this new
procedure, we can integrate speculative computation and action execution.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 shows how to
modify plans when the program (knowledge) is updated. Section 3 shows how
to modify plans, considering side eﬀects, when an action is executed. Section
4 deﬁnes the life cycle of the agent that integrate planning, action execution,
program updates, and plan modiﬁcations. Section 5 deﬁnes the semantics.
Section 6 discusses eﬃciency issues. Section 7 discusses related work.
Hereafter, literal refers to a positive literal 4 of Prolog without negation,
4 A positive literal is either a predicate or of the form P (T1, ...., Tn) where n ≥ 0, P is a
predicate, and T1, ...., Tn are terms. Constants, variables, and compound terms are terms.
A compound term is of the form F (T1, ...., Tn) where n ≥ 0, F is a function, and T1, ..., Tn
are terms. We also use a list as a term. A list is of the form [T1, ..., Tn] where T1, ..., Tn are
terms and n ≥ 0. [T |TAIL] represents the list [T, T1, ..., Tn] where T is a term, TAIL is
the list [T1, ..., Tn], and n ≥ 0.
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clause refers to a deﬁnite clause 5 of Prolog, and plan refers to a total-order
plan which is described by a list of literals. Some literals are executable
and called actions. Actions are not deﬁned by clauses. Literals that are
not executable will be decomposed by a Prolog-like procedure to make them
executable. A plan is executable if and only if all the literals in the plan are
executable.
2 Knowledge Updates and Plan Modiﬁcations
In dynamic environments, agents might acquire new information by obser-
vation, communication, learning, and so on. When an agent obtains new
information, the agent might update its knowledge. If a Prolog-like proce-
dure is used to compute plans, knowledge (program) updates might aﬀect the
plans. For example, a plan becomes invalid if the plan depends on a clause
and that clause is deleted from the program when updating the program.
Example 2.1 Consider the following program where check( ) 6 and book( )
are actions, and the clauses deﬁning vacant( ) and full( ) are subject to
change.
full(hotel1).
vacant(hotel2).
try([]).
try([H|T]):-vacant(H),book(H).
try([H|T]):-full(H),check(H),try(T).
The ﬁrst clause means that hotel1 is full. However, this is a default
assumption and hotel1 might be full. The second clause means that hotel2
is vacant. This, too, is a default assumption, and hotel2 might be vacant.
The fourth clause means that if the hotel H is vacant, we book that hotel. The
ﬁfth clause means that if the hotel H is full, we check the availability of the
hotel H, and then we try to book a room in other hotels T.
Suppose that we want to book a room in hotel1 or hotel2, and we prefer
hotel1 to hotel2. Our goal is expressed by the literal try([hotel1, hotel2]).
We can decompose this literal as follows:
(i) • [try([hotel1,hotel2])]
(ii) • [vacant(hotel1),book(hotel1)]
• [full(hotel1),check(hotel1),try([hotel2])]
(iii) • [full(hotel1),check(hotel1),try([hotel2])]
5 A deﬁnite clause is of the form H:-B1, ..., Bn where n ≥ 0, H is a positive literal,
and B1, ..., Bn are positive literals. H is called the head of the clause, and the sequence
B1, ..., Bn of positive literals is called the body of the clause. When there is no literal in
the body of the clause (or n = 0), H is used as the abbreviation of the clause H:- and called
a fact.
6 “ ” is arbitrary.
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(iv) • [check(hotel1),try([hotel2])]
(v) • [check(hotel1),vacant(hotel2),book(hotel2)]
• [check(hotel1),full(hotel2),check(hotel2),try([])]
(vi) • [check(hotel1),book(hotel2)]
• [check(hotel1),full(hotel2),check(hotel2),try([])]
Now, we have an executable plan. (The ﬁrst plan in Step vi is executable.) To
make this executable plan, we have carried out a speculative computation be-
cause we have used two assumptions (clauses) in the program: full(hotel1);
vacant(hotel2). Suppose that the clause vacant(hotel2) is deleted from
the program. This plan becomes invalid. To ﬁnd invalid plans when deleting
a clause from the program, we record the clause vacant(hotel2) in associ-
ation with this executable plan. For the same reason, we record the clause
full(hotel1) in association with the plan [check(hotel1),try([hotel2])]
in Step iv.
On the other hand, if the clause vacant(hotel1) is added to the pro-
gram, we can make another executable plan [book(hotel1)] using the plan
[vacant(hotel1),book(hotel1)] in Step ii. For this reason, we record the
plan [vacant(hotel1),book(hotel1)] as a supplementary plan in asso-
ciation with the selected literal vacant(hotel1). We also record the plan in
Step iii and the ﬁrst plan in Step v as supplementary plans.
Now, we will deﬁne a new derivation for planning. The derivation records
extra information so that plans can be modiﬁed after a program update.
The deﬁnition of this derivation includes dynamic literals, which are
non-executable. Dynamic literals can be deﬁned not only by facts but also by
clauses. A program is a set of clauses such that actions do not occur at the
head. (Actions cannot be deﬁned by clauses.) The clauses deﬁning dynamic
literals are subject to change by a program update.
Deﬁnition 2.2 Let Lk be a literal that is uniﬁable with the head of the
clause 7 C. The resolvent of the plan [L1, ..., Lk, ..., Ln] on Lk by the clause
C is the plan, θ([L1, ..., Lk−1, B1, ..., BmLk+1..., Ln]), where H:-B1, ..., Bm.
(m ≥ 0) is a new variant 8 of the clause C and θ is a most general uniﬁer 9
(mgu) of Lk and H. Clauses and a history of action execution
10 recorded in
association with a plan are also recorded in its resolvents.
Deﬁnition 2.3 A derivation under the program P from the set PLANS1
of plans to the set PLANSn of plans is a sequence of sets of plans of the form:
7 No action is uniﬁable with the head of a clause.
8 C1 is a variant of C2 if there exists substitutions θ1 and θ2 such that C1 is identical to
θ1(C2) and C2 is identical to θ2(C1).
9 Substitution θ is a uniﬁer of P and Q if and only if θ(P ) and θ(Q) are identical. Uniﬁer
θ of P and Q is a most general uniﬁer of P and Q if and only if for any uniﬁer σ of P and
Q, there exists a substitution ρ such that ρ(θ(P )) is identical to σ(P ).
10 A history of action execution will be deﬁned in Deﬁnition 3.3 in the next section.
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PLANS1, PLANS2, ..., PLANSn
such that n ≥ 2 and each PLANSi+1 (1 ≤ i ≤ n−1) is derived from PLANSi
by one of the following derivation rules:
p1 Select a plan [L1, ..., Lk, ..., Lm] from PLANSi, and select a literal Lk from
this plan such that Lk is neither an action
11 nor a dynamic literal. Make
PLANSi+1 from PLANSi by replacing the plan [L1, ..., Lk, ..., Lm] with all
the plans each of which is a resolvent of the plan [L1, ..., Lk, ..., Lm] on Lk
by a clause in the program P . If supplementary plans are recorded in
association with PLANSi, record also those supplementary plans (and their
selected literals) in association with PLANSi+1.
p2 Select a plan [L1, ..., Lk, ..., Lm] from PLANSi, and select a literal Lk
from this plan such that Lk is a dynamic
12 literal. Make PLANSi+1 from
PLANSi by replacing the plan [L1, ..., Lk, ..., Lm] with all the plans each
of which is a resolvent R of the plan [L1, ..., Lk, ..., Lm] on Lk by a clause
C in the program P , with the clause C recorded in association with the
plan R. Record the plan [L1, ..., Lk, ..., Lm] (and the selected literal Lk)
in association with PLANSi+1 as a supplementary plan. If some sup-
plementary plans are recorded in association with PLANSi, record also
those supplementary plans (and their selected literals) in association with
PLANSi+1.
When the deﬁnition clauses of the selected literal are subject to change,
Rule p2 is applied and it records extra information. As explained in Example
2.1, some plans, called supplementary plans, are recorded in association with a
set of plans so as to prepare for clause addition. The number of supplementary
plans we record represents how many times the derivation rule p2 is applied.
In other words, it represents how many times we speculatively used default
clauses. Furthermore, some clauses are recorded in association with a plan
(resolvent) in order to check the validity of the plan when deleting a clause.
The number of clauses recorded in association with a plan represents how
reliable the plan is. The less default clauses a plan uses, the more reliable the
plan is.
3 Action Execution and Plan Modiﬁcations
In the previous section, we showed how to modify computation when a pro-
gram is updated. Although this plan modiﬁcation method can be used for
speculative computation, it cannot be used for speculative execution of ac-
tions. This is especially important when execution of an action in a plan
prevents execution of another plan. For this reason, each time an action is
executed, we modify plans by the following action-execution rules where the
11 Actions are not resolved by the derivation rules.
12 A dynamic literal never exists as an action.
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result of execution of action A is one of the following:
• The execution of action A is successful, and does not have side eﬀects 13 .
• The execution of action A is successful, but has side eﬀects that can be
undone by the execution of action A−1.
• The execution of action A is successful, but has side eﬀects that cannot
be undone.
• The execution of action A is unsuccessful 14 .
Deﬁnition 3.1 Given the result of execution of action A, the plan [L1, L2, ...,
Ln] is modiﬁed by one of the following action-execution rules where n ≥ 0
and L1 is an action (if n ≥ 1):
s1 If A is executed successfully, n ≥ 1, and L1 is uniﬁable 15 with A, then unify
L1 with a new variant of A, and delete
16 L1 from the plan [L1, L2, ..., Ln].
s2 If A is executed successfully, L1 is an action that is not uniﬁable with A,
action A has a side eﬀect, and action A−1 undoes the execution of A, then
add 17 A−1 to the top of the plan [L1, L2, ..., Ln].
s3 If A is executed successfully, L1 is an action that is not uniﬁable with A,
action A has a side eﬀect, and no action can undo the execution of A, then
delete the plan [L1, L2, ..., Ln].
s4 Otherwise 18 , the plan [L1, L2, ..., Ln] is not modiﬁed.
Rule s1 erases the ﬁrst literal of a plan, if it has been satisﬁed, to avoid
redundant execution of the action. Rule s2 applies to the case where the exe-
cuted action has a side eﬀect and it is necessary to undo the action execution
before using the plan. Rule s3 cuts a plan if the executed action has a side
eﬀect and it is impossible to undo the action execution before using the plan.
Rule s4 is applied if the plan is not aﬀected.
Example 3.2 Consider Example 2.1. Suppose that we have the plans in Step
vi. We have now the following two plans:
• [check(hotel1),book(hotel2)]
• [check(hotel1),full(hotel2),check(hotel2),try([])]
The clause full(hotel1) is recorded in association with these two plans. The
clause vacant(hotel2) is recorded in association with the former plan. We
13 We assume that this action does not prevent other plans from functioning. Therefore,
we do not have to undo this action in any case.
14 When the action execution is unsuccessful, we assume that the situation has not changed.
15 Even if L2 is uniﬁable with A, we do not delete L2 from the plan [L1, L2, ..., Ln] because
this plan is a total-order plan and L1 has to be satisﬁed before L2. In the future, we would
like to extend our procedure so that it can deal with partial-order plans.
16 The modiﬁed plan is θ([L2, ..., Ln]) where θ is an mgu of L1 and a new variant of A.
17 The modiﬁed plan is [A−1, L1, L2, ..., Ln].
18 This rule is not applied if L1 is not an action.
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also have the following supplementary plans:
• [vacant(hotel1),book(hotel1)]
• [full(hotel1),check(hotel1),try([hotel2])]
• [check(hotel1),vacant(hotel2),book(hotel2)]
No clause is recorded in association with the ﬁrst two supplementary plans.
The clause full(hotel1) is recorded in association with the third supplemen-
tary plan.
Let us execute the ﬁrst action check(hotel1) in the ﬁrst plan. Sup-
pose that this action does not have a side eﬀect. If this action execution is
successful, Rule s1 modiﬁes the plans as follows:
• [book(hotel2)]
• [full(hotel2),check(hotel2),try([])]
Similarly, Rule s1 modiﬁes the third supplementary plan. However, we cannot
modify the ﬁrst two supplementary plans at the moment because the literal
vacant(hotel1) in the ﬁrst supplementary plan and the literal full(hotel1)
in the second supplementary plan might be decomposed further. In this case,
it is necessary to record, in association with each of these two supplementary
plans, that check(hotel1) has been executed successfully. We call this a
history of action execution. Following the history of action execution, we later
need to apply an action-execution rule to these supplementary plans. We have
now the following supplementary plans:
• [vacant(hotel1),book(hotel1)]
• [full(hotel1),check(hotel1),try([hotel2])]
• [vacant(hotel2),book(hotel2)]
Let us execute the next action book(hotel2) in the ﬁrst plan. Suppose
that this action has a side eﬀect and the action cancel(hotel2) will undo
the execution of book(hotel2). If this action execution is successful, Rule s1
modiﬁes the ﬁrst plan. However, we cannot modify the second plan at the
moment because the literal full(hotel2) in this plan is not executable and
might be decomposed further. We record, in association with the second plan,
that book(hotel2) has been executed successfully. We later need to apply
action-execution rules to this plan. We have now the following plans:
• []
• [full(hotel2),check(hotel2),try([])]
The ﬁrst empty planmeans that we have successfully ﬁnished a plan execution.
However, this is based on the assumption that the two clauses full(hotel1)
and vacant(hotel2) exist in the program.
Although we have successfully executed a plan, we still record, in associ-
ation with the ﬁrst two supplementary plans, that book(hotel2) has been
executed successfully after successful execution of check(hotel1). We also
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record, in association with the third supplementary plan, that book(hotel2)
has been executed successfully.
Suppose that we ﬁnd hotel1 is now vacant. We need to add the clause
vacant(hotel1) to the program and delete the clause full(hotel1) from
the program.
Let us ﬁrst add the clause vacant(hotel1) to the program. From the
supplementary plan [vacant(hotel1),book(hotel1)], we can make the
following new plan using this added clause:
• [book(hotel1)]
Note that a history of action execution is recorded in association with this
plan. According to this history of action execution, book(hotel2) has been
executed successfully after successful execution of check(hotel1). Following
this history of action execution, Rule s4 and then Rule s2 modify this plan to:
• [cancel(hotel2),book(hotel1)].
Now, we have the following three plans:
• []
• [full(hotel2),check(hotel2),try([])]
• [cancel(hotel2),book(hotel1)]
Let us delete the clause full(hotel1) from the program. The ﬁrst two
plans, including the empty plan, are now invalid because the deleted clause
is recorded in association with these two plans. Therefore, we have now only
one plan:
• [cancel(hotel2),book(hotel1)]
For the same reason, the third supplementary plan becomes invalid. We have
now only two supplementary plans:
• [vacant(hotel1),book(hotel1)]
• [full(hotel1),check(hotel1),try([hotel2])]
As explained in Example 3.2, the action-execution rules do not apply to
the plan [L1, ..., Ln] if the ﬁrst literal L1 is not executable. In this case, in
order to apply an action-execution rule, the non-executable literal L1 has to
be decomposed further until it becomes executable. However, we might not
decompose L1 immediately if some other plans are available at the moment. In
order to apply action-execution rules to the plan [L1, ..., Ln] after decomposing
L1 into actions, we need to record the history of action execution in association
with this plan.
Deﬁnition 3.3 A history of action execution is a list of the form:
[H1, ..., Hn]
where n ≥ 0, and each Hk (1 ≤ k ≤ n) is a result of action execution.
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4 Life Cycle of the Agent
This section deﬁnes the life cycle of the agent. Based on the techniques in the
previous sections, our agent integrates planning, action execution, knowledge
(program) updates, and plan modiﬁcations as follows, where a derivation is
deﬁned in Deﬁnition 2.3, the action-execution rules are deﬁned in Deﬁnition
3.1, and the history of action execution is deﬁned in Deﬁnition 3.3. Note that
extra information (clauses and a history of action execution) will be recorded
in association with a plan. Derivation rule p2 records a clause, in association
with a plan, to detect invalid plans when deleting a clause from the program.
Derivation rule p2 also records a supplementary plan, in association with the
current set of plans, to make new valid plans when adding a clause to the
program.
Deﬁnition 4.1 Given the literal G (initial goal) and the program P (cur-
rent program), the life cycle of the agent is as follows:
(i) Record the empty history [] of action execution in association with the
plan [G], and let {[G]} be the current set of plans.
(ii) Repeat the following procedure until one of the plans in the current set
of plans becomes an empty plan []:
(a) (Program Updates) Repeat the following program updates if neces-
sary:
• Assert (or retract) a clause 19 C that deﬁnes a dynamic literal to
(respectively, from) the current program.
• If the clause C has been retracted from the current program, delete
each plan PLAN in the current set of plans and each supplementary
plan PLAN recorded in association with the current set of plans,
such that C is recorded in association with PLAN .
• If the clause C has been asserted to the current program, for each
supplementary plan [L1, ..., Lk, ..., Ln] which is recorded in associ-
ation with the current set of plans such that 1 ≤ k ≤ n, Lk is
the selected literal, and the head of C is uniﬁable with Lk, add the
resolvent of [L1, ..., Lk, ..., Ln] on Lk by C to the current set of plans.
(b) (Action Execution) If possible, select 20 a plan [A, ...] from the cur-
rent set of plans such that the ﬁrst literal A is executable 21 , try
to execute 22 the action A, and for each plan [L1, ..., Ln] (n ≥ 0) in
the current set of plans and for each supplementary plan [L1, ..., Ln]
recorded in association with the current set of plans, modify the plan
19 We assume that the agent has the module that decides to update the program. This
module chooses the clause to add or delete.
20 We assume that the agent has the module that selects a plan to execute.
21 As long as A is executable, the other literals in the plan [A, ...] do not have to be
executable.
22 We assume that the agent has the module that executes the action A and returns the
result of execution of A.
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[L1, ..., Ln] or its history of action execution [H1, ..., Hm] (m ≥ 0) as
follows:
• If n = 0 or the ﬁrst literal L1 of the plan [L1, ..., Ln] is executable,
then apply an action-execution rule to the plan [L1, ..., Ln] following
the result H of execution of action A.
• Otherwise, add 23 H to the top of the history [H1, ..., Hm] of action
execution.
(c) (Planning) If possible, make a derivation 24 under the current pro-
gram from the current set of plans to PLANS, and replace the cur-
rent set of plans with PLANS.
(d) (Updates of Plans and their Histories) While there exists a plan
[L1, ..., Ln] in the current set of plans or there exists a supplemen-
tary plan [L1, ..., Ln] recorded in association with the current set of
plans, such that n ≥ 0, the ﬁrst literal L1 is executable (if n ≥ 1),
the history of action execution recorded in association with the plan
[L1, ..., Ln] is [H1, H2, ..., Hm], and m ≥ 1, repeat the following:
• Apply an action-execution rule to the plan [L1, ..., Ln] following the
result H1 of action execution and delete
25 H1 from [H1, H2, ..., Hm].
(iii) The initial goal has been satisﬁed under the current program. (When the
current program has to be updated, go to Step ii.)
5 Semantics
This section deﬁnes the semantics for the life cycle of the agent. First of all,
we will deﬁne some axioms in Deﬁnition 5.1, and then explain the intuitions
behind those axioms. Subsequently, we will show the correctness of the life
cycle of the agent in Theorem 5.2, based on those axioms.
Deﬁnition 5.1 axioms(P ) is deﬁned as follows, where P is a program:
Axiom 1 For any literal L, axioms(P ) implies:
∀hold(L, [L]).
Axiom 2 For each clauseH:-B1, ..., Bn in the program P , axioms(P ) implies:
∀hold(H, [B1, ..., Bn]).
Axiom 3 For any literals Y1, ..., Yk−1, Yk, Yk+1, ..., Yn, Z1, ..., Zm (1 ≤ k ≤
n,m ≥ 0) and X, axioms(P ) implies:
∀(hold(X, [Y1, ..., Yk−1, Z1, ..., Zm, Yk+1, ..., Yn])←
hold(X, [Y1, ..., Yk−1, Yk, Yk+1, ..., Yn]) ∧ hold(Yk, [Z1, ..., Zm])).
Axiom 4 For any action A and for any literals Y1, ..., Yk, ..., Yn (0 ≤ k ≤ n)
23 The history of action execution is updated to [H,H1, ...,Hm].
24 We assume that the agent has the module that makes a derivation using the derivation
rules. The module decides how many plans it makes and how long it spends in making a
derivation.
25 The history of action execution is updated to [H2, ...,Hm].
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and X, if the execution of A does not have a side eﬀect, axioms(P ) implies:
∀(hold(X, [Y1, ..., Yk, A, Yk+1, ..., Yn])←
hold(X, [Y1, ..., Yk, Yk+1, ..., Yn])).
Axiom 5 For any action A and for any literals Y1, ..., Yk, ..., Yn (0 ≤ k ≤ n)
and X, if the action A−1 will undo the execution of A, axioms(P ) implies:
∀(hold(X, [Y1, ..., Yk, A,A−1, Yk+1, ..., Yn])←
hold(X, [Y1, ..., Yk, Yk+1, ..., Yn])).
When the life cycle of the agent starts, the agent makes a plan [G] from
the initial goal G. From Axiom 1, we can prove that the initial goal G is
satisﬁed when the plan [G] is satisﬁed.
According to Axiom 2, the clause H:-B1, ..., Bn in the program means that
the literal H is satisﬁed when the plan [B1, ..., Bn] is satisﬁed.
Axiom 3 says that if the literal L is satisﬁed when the plan PLAN is
satisﬁed, then the literal L is also satisﬁed when a resolvent of PLAN is
satisﬁed. Axiom 3 justiﬁes literal decompositions in planning.
Plans can be aﬀected by a program update. When a clause is added to
the current program, some new plans might be added to the current set of
plans. This is justiﬁed by Axiom 3 because these newly added plans are
resolvents of supplementary plans. Note that the initial goal is satisﬁed when
a supplementary plan is satisﬁed. When a clause is deleted from the current
program, the plans that depend on the deleted clause will be invalid. (Actually,
these plans will lose justiﬁcations which are based on Axiom 2.) These invalid
plans will be deleted by the plan modiﬁcations. Note that we record clauses
in association with a plan for this purpose.
Plan modiﬁcations after action execution are justiﬁed by Axiom 4 and
Axiom 5. Axiom 4 means that if an action A does not have a side eﬀect,
it can be executed in the middle of a plan. Axiom 4 justiﬁes the action-
execution rule s4. Axiom 5 means that if the action A−1 undoes the action
execution of A and the two actions A,A−1 are executed in this order, then
the execution of these two actions (A,A−1) will not aﬀect any plan. Axiom 5
justiﬁes the action-execution rule s2. Some executed actions might have side
eﬀects that cannot be undone. In this case, useless plans will be abandoned
by the action-execution rule s3.
Using the axioms 1 to 5, we can prove the following theorem.
Theorem 5.2 (Soundness) When the life cycle of the agent is terminated
successfully in Step iii in Deﬁnition 4.1, there exists a substitution θ such that
the following holds:
axioms(P ) |= hold(θ(G), [θ(A1), ..., θ(An)])
where P is the current program, G is the initial goal, A1, ..., An (n ≥ 0) are all
the actions that have been executed successfully since the beginning of the life
cycle of the agent, and each Ai has been executed before Ai+1 (1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1).
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6 Eﬃciency Issues
Our method of modifying plans after a program update is based on Dynamic
SLDNF (DSLDNF) [4,5]. Experiments described in [4] and [5] have conﬁrmed
that when a program is updated, DSLDNF evaluates the initial goal faster
than SLDNF under the updated program. This is true as long as DSLDNF
can save computation time by pruning many parts of the search tree. Note
that SLDNF has to reevaluate the initial goal from scratch under the updated
program. Therefore, DSLDNF can signiﬁcantly reduce the computation time
if it takes SLDNF a long time to make the plans that are maintained by
DSLDNF.
However, in our new procedure, this kind of eﬃciency is not particularly
important because we also modify plans after executing an action. If com-
putation is started from scratch, the side eﬀects of executed actions will be
ignored. We would like to maintain the plans that take the executed actions
into account.
7 Related Work
As agents are becoming a major AI topic, an increasing amount of research is
being carried out on the use of logic programs in dynamic environments. A
dynamic logic programming agent architecture [9] uses a collection of (gener-
alized) logic programs, and each program can be updated. This collection of
programs can be mutually contradictory because each program might have a
clause with a negation at its head. A special semantics is used to remove this
kind of contradiction, and models are changed when a program is updated.
In [14], a procedure for robot navigation is proposed, and it combines sensing,
planning, and action execution. However, when new observation invalidates a
plan, the procedure does not modify the plan. Instead, it replans from scratch.
Replanning is an important subject in the area of planning. Reference
[12] explains the standard replanning method based on the IPEM planner [1]
which smoothly integrates partial-order planning, execution, and monitoring.
In the standard partial-order planning, protected links play important roles
when replanning. A protected link records a ﬂuent which has to remain true
between two speciﬁed time points. Therefore, using protected links, it is
possible to check if ﬂuents do hold true as expected.
Prolog-like procedures decompose goals into more primitive goals. In this
sense, our procedure is related to HTN (Hierarchical Task Network) planners,
such as SHOP [10], which decompose a compound task into more primitive
tasks.
Our plan modiﬁcation method in Section 2 is based on Dynamic SLDNF
(DSLDNF) [4,5], and it can deal with general program updates including
clause addition and clause deletion. The following studies are related to this
plan modiﬁcation method: In reference [8], integrity constraints are used to
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reactively assimilate observed facts. However, the procedure in [8] cannot
delete the observed facts. In reference [13], abduction is used for specula-
tive computation in multi-agent systems. In this system, some assumed facts
(abducibles) are recorded in association with a process, and those assumed
facts might be deleted later. The process modiﬁcation method in [13] is sim-
ilar to our plan modiﬁcation method when deleting a clause. Note that our
procedure records some clauses in association with a plan, and those clauses
might be deleted from the program. (Our clause corresponds to an assumed
fact in reference [13], while our plan corresponds to a process in the same
reference.) There is another procedure [6] for speculative computation. Al-
though both of the procedures in [6] and [13] perform speculative computation
in multi-agent environments, the procedure in [6] processes computation in a
bottom-up manner, which is diﬀerent from the top-down approach in [13].
Transaction logic programming [2] is related to our plan modiﬁcation
method in Section 3. Like our procedure, the procedure in [2] executes liter-
als in the body of a clause from left to right. When backtracking, it undoes
some actions in a similar manner to our action-execution rule s2. However, our
action-execution rule s2 is diﬀerent from the action-canceling method of trans-
action logic programming because our action-execution rules modify plans
without backtracking.
8 Conclusions
We have shown how to combine speculative computation and action execution
in multi-agent systems. Our procedure is similar to Prolog to some extent, and
it is relatively easy to imagine how the procedure works even if the program
is written declaratively.
Speculative computation is performed using “default clauses.” Using de-
fault clauses, tentative plans are made. When an agent obtains new informa-
tion from another agent, it might update its program. Therefore, plan modi-
ﬁcation is necessary when the program is updated. When a default clause is
deleted from the program, some plans might become invalid. Our procedure
erases those invalid plans. On the other hand, when the agent adds a new
clause to the program, there might be new plans that depend on the newly
added clause. Our procedure can create those new plans.
Each time an action is executed, plans are modiﬁed. This plan modiﬁcation
is necessary because an action in a plan might prevent another plan from
functioning. We can use three types of actions: actions without side eﬀects,
actions with side eﬀects that can be undone, and actions with side eﬀects that
cannot be undone.
Speculative computation, alone, is not so useful unless we consider action
execution. This is because when we execute an action in a plan, we have
to throw away the other plans. Our agent life cycle integrates speculative
computation, program updates, action execution, and plan modiﬁcations.
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